Who?
Highways Professionals

What?
An application enabling easy access to MasterMap Data in AutoCAD

Why?
Provides seamless access to Ordnance Survey MasterMap data for Highway Design and Management

WHO IS KEYOSC FOR?
KeyOSC is designed for use by highways professionals.

WHAT IS KEYOSC?
KeyOSC (Ordnance Survey Companion) is an AutoCAD application enabling you to access MasterMap data with ease for viewing or to use for design. Whether you use maps to provide context for analysis, such as when looking for road traffic collision data, or for the design of traffic management or road safety schemes, KeyOSC takes the hard work out of loading mapping.

KeyOSC is designed to work with the corporate data set kept up-to-date for use in your organisation’s GIS system. It provides a connection to a ‘single source of the truth’ allowing you to discard often out of date map tiles, instead using the very latest mapping.
WHY CHOOSE KEYOSC?

KeyOSC provides seamless access to Ordnance Survey MasterMap Data for highway design management.

It enables MasterMap data stored in either an Oracle or SQL server database to be loaded within the AutoCAD environment. It can interact directly with your corporate datasets built using systems such as Snowflake Software’s GO loader or Safe Software’s FME.

KEYOSC

AT A GLANCE

• KeyOSC is the complete solution for viewing and using MasterMap data within AutoCAD

• Allows different levels of mapping detail to be loaded

• Load mapping automatically trimmed into polygonal areas or along a road corridor

• Provides a gazetteer based on NSG data to quickly zoom to any specific street or area

• Simple to use yet sophisticated plot management tools for the creation, scaling and orientation of multiple views of your scheme designs

• Keysoft Solutions’ support services include training, user group meetings and upgrades, to keep you up to date with standards and legislation

“ There are a number of features within KeyOSC Mapper that make putting engineering drawings together much quicker. The loading buffer feature is great for producing engineering drawings that cover a long length of road and is very quick and easy to use. ”

Kevin Skillings
Nottinghamshire County Council